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Abstract
On Airbnb, where both service providers and consumers have equal digital accessibility and free narrative
expression, the discussion of discrimination is presumably diverse and multi‐dimensional. Yet, by
systematically examining Twitter discussion topics and networks in relation to Airbnb discrimination, this
paper demonstrates the existence of an elite discussion network and its “narrative power” in the online
context. During retweeting processes, specific standpoints and certain values get reinforced. The retweet
network influences and reinforces people’s opinions about Airbnb discrimination. Even though other
narratives and individual discrimination experiences are shared, such discussions are not included in
mainstream discussion networks. The homogenous discussion network reinforces “selected exposure and
confirmation bias” which can lead to the reinforcement of opinion polarization. A few actors dominate the
flow of information, even though they link criticisms of Airbnb to campaigns against anti‐Semitism,
against illegal hotels, or against the illegal occupation of Palestine. This paper highlights that to combat
controversial issues such as Airbnb discrimination, network‐based interventions are necessary to provide
the availability of multiple perspectives for users.
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